
Unit at a Glance
Grade Level: 6th

Essential Question: How does failure impact us, and how should we 
respond?

Length: 5–7 weeks (see Pacing Guide)

Unit Texts: (see full list of texts)

• “Laura’s Key” by Anne-Marie Reidy (Short Story)

• “Mother to Son” by Langston Hughes (Poem)

• “See It Through” by Edgar Guest (Poem)

• “Michael Jordan: A Profile in Success” by Jeff Stibel (Informational)

• “Dancing Toward Dreams” by Sara Matson (Informational)

• “Sweet, Difficult Sounds” by I. M. Desta (Short Story)

• Supplemental Texts Included (English + Spanish)

• Independent Reading and Book Club Options

Focus Skills: (see Reading and Writing Skill Arcs)

Reading:

• Theme and central idea [RL.6.2, RI.6.2]

• Plot elements and character change [RL.6.3]

• Analysis of figurative language and literary devices [RL.6.4]

Writing:

• Expository writing [W.6.2]

• Writing introductions [W.6.2.A]

• Writing conclusions [W.6.2.F]

Language:

• Subjective and objective pronoun case [L.6.1.A]

• Grade appropriate academic vocabulary [L.6.6]

Speaking and Listening:

• Referring to evidence in discussion [SL.6.1.A]

Unit Overview
The 360 Unit Failure and Success is anchored around two engaging short stories that 
illuminate the struggles associated with overcoming failure to find success. In “Laura’s Key” 
and “Sweet, Difficult Sounds,” the protagonists grapple with different failures, setbacks, 
and obstacles. They learn what success actually looks like and they find the strength to 
persevere with the help of others. Students will also read the poems “Mother to Son” and “See 
It Through” that offer advice about how to approach challenges. To help students further 
engage with the themes in the unit, students read “Michael Jordan: A Profile in Failure” and 
“Dancing Toward Dreams” featuring the ballerina Misty Copeland, two informational texts 
that provide real world examples of resilience. Students also work collaboratively in a Related 
Media Exploration and reflect on how to strengthen their own resilience. 

By the end of the unit, students should be able to identify and articulate a text’s theme and 
discuss how the author develops that theme. To demonstrate this skill, they will write a literary 
analysis essay where they explain how the author develops the theme in “Sweet, Difficult 
Sounds.” Students will incorporate strong explanations, introductions, and conclusions in their 
essays. This unit also includes resources to support teachers in launching an independent 
reading program or book clubs that run parallel to the core instruction in this unit.

WHAT’ S  IN CLU D ED

 Ȍ 6 Reading Lessons

 Ȍ A Set of Supplemental Texts

 Ȍ Independent Reading and Book Club 
Resources

 Ȍ A Writing Baseline Assessment

 Ȍ 5 Writing Lessons

 Ȍ 1 Vocabulary Activity Set

 Ȍ 1 Vocabulary Quiz

 Ȍ 1 Grammar and Usage Activity Set

 Ȍ 1 Grammar and Usage Quiz

 Ȍ 1 Discussion Skill Lesson

 Ȍ 1 Class Discussion

 Ȍ 1 Related Media Exploration

 Ȍ 1 Literary Analysis Essay

 Ȍ 1 Narrative Prompt

 Ȍ A Set of Alternative End-Of-Unit 
Writing Options

5 – 7  W E E K S

FAILURE AND SUCCESS
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Skill Focus: 
By 5th grade, students should be able to 
determine a theme in a literary text and 
write about how characters respond to 
challenges or reflect upon a topic. In this 
6th grade unit, students will build on 
this skill. Students will begin to explore 
how authors develop a theme through 
character change, a story’s conflict 
and resolution, and literary devices. 
Students should be able to articulate 
the theme in literary texts and write 
about how particular details reveal it 
[RL.6.2].

Reading lessons in this unit include 
scaffolded questions to help students 
meet this grade level reading standard. 
Independent Practice for each reading 
lesson is aligned to RL.6.1, RL.6.2, 
RL.6.3, and RL.6.4, and include both multiple choice and short answer responses.

Students will continue to practice writing strong and complete paragraphs through short written responses at the end of each text. Direct 
writing instruction in this unit is focused on helping students articulate a text’s theme, writing strong explanations, and composing introduction 
and conclusion paragraphs. Students will also receive guidance on breaking down a prompt and planning and organizing ideas for their essay. 
Students will apply these skills as they write a full-length literary analysis essay featuring complete paragraphs, introductions, and conclusions.  

ARC OF READING INSTRUCTION

Reading Lesson 1 Reading Lesson 2 Reading Lesson 3 Reading Lesson 4 Reading Lesson 5 Reading Lesson 6

“Laura’s Key” by 
Anne-Marie Reidy 
(Short Story)

“Mother to Son” 
by Langston 
Hughes  
(Poem)

“See It Through” 
by Edgar Guest  
(Poem)

“Michael Jordan: 
A Profile in 
Failure” by Jeff 
Stibel  
(Informational)

“Dancing Toward 
Dreams” by Sara 
Matson  
(Informational)

“Sweet, Difficult 
Sounds” by I.M. 
Desta  
(Short Story)

In this lesson, 
students will 
analyze how  
character change 
and symbolism 
develop theme. 
[RL.6.2, RL.6.3]

In this lesson, 
students will 
analyze how 
the poet uses 
a metaphor to 
develop the theme 
of the poem. 
[RL.6.2, RL.6.4]

In this lesson, 
students will 
analyze how 
the poet uses 
repetition to 
develop the theme 
of the poem. 
[RL.6.2, RL.6.4]

In this lesson, 
students will 
analyze how 
particular 
sentences or 
sections of a text 
contribute to 
its central idea. 
[RI.6.2]

In this lesson, 
students will 
analyze how 
particular 
sentences or 
sections of a text 
contribute to 
its central idea. 
[RI.6.2]

In this lesson, 
students will 
analyze how the 
author develops 
the theme 
through  character 
change, a story’s 
resolution, and 
symbolism. 
[RL.6.2, RL.6.3]

This unit also includes:

• Optional supplemental texts in English and Spanish that support students in developing reading volume and stamina

• Independent reading and book club optional to build students’ volume and breadth of reading

Unit Test

Coming Soon: Unit Tests will be available for SY 2022-2023 as part of the CommonLit 360 for Schools package of services. For more information, 
encourage your administrator to email 360@commonlit.org.

How does RL.2 shift? How does RL.3 shift? How does RL.4 shift?

5th Grade: Determine a 
theme of a story, drama, or 
poem from details in the text, 
including how characters in 
a story or drama respond to 
challenges or how the speaker 
in a poem reflects upon a topic; 
summarize the text.

5th Grade: Compare and 
contrast two or more 
characters, settings, or 
events in a story or drama, 
drawing on specific details in 
the text (e.g., how characters 
interact).

5th Grade: Determine the 
meaning of words and 
phrases as they are used in 
a text, including figurative 
language such as metaphors 
and similes.

6th Grade: Determine a theme 
or central idea of a text and 
how it is conveyed through 
particular details; provide a 
summary of the text distinct 
from personal opinions or 
judgments.

6th Grade: Describe how a 
particular story’s or drama’s 
plot unfolds in a series of 
episodes as well as how 
the characters respond or 
change as the plot moves 
toward a resolution.

6th Grade: Determine the 
meaning of words and phrases 
as they are used in a text, 
including figurative and 
connotative meanings; analyze 
the impact of a specific word 
choice on meaning and tone.
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ARC OF WRITING INSTRUCTION

Writing Baseline 
Assessment 

(Optional)
Writing Lesson 1: Writing Lesson 2: Writing Lesson 3: Writing Lesson 4: Writing Lesson 5:

In your opinion, is 
failure a necessary 
part of learning to 

be successful at 
something?

Determining a 
Theme

Writing 
Explanations

Unit 2 Essay: 
Planning

Writing 
Introductions

Writing 
Conclusions

Prompt (Recommended): Write an essay that identifies a theme of the story “Sweet, Difficult Sounds.” In the essay, explain how the 
author develops the theme using one of the following techniques:

• conflict and resolution

• character change

• a literary device, such as symbolism, metaphor, or repetition

[W.2]

Essay (Optional): Narrative

Prompt: Write a personal narrative in which you describe a time when you failed and how you responded to it. Be sure to use narrative 
techniques such as descriptions of the setting, dialogue, conflict, and resolution. [W.3]

VOCABUL ARY, DISCUSSION, AND GR AMMAR INSTRUCTION

 Vocabulary
This unit includes explicit vocabulary 
instruction on 9 academic words. Students 
complete 5 activities for each set of words. 
Consistent with research, students encounter 
these words in context. Word usage is reinforced 
in reading, writing, and discussion activities 
[L.6.6]. Learn more here.

 Discussion
In all CommonLit units, students discuss 
the texts they are reading daily. In addition 
to multiple opportunities for informal 
discussion, there is one formal whole 
class discussion that allows students to 
refer to text evidence to respond to the unit 
discussion question: How can people turn 
failure into success? [SL.6.1.A].

 Grammar Instruction
This unit includes a short lesson and 11 
practice activities that focus on using 
subjective and objective pronouns 
correctly [L.6.1.A]. This skill helps students 
express ideas correctly in writing.

6th Grade: Unit Two FAILURE AND SUCCESS
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Lessons & Materials
Below, you will find all of the materials needed to teach this unit. To better help you understand the choices and flexibility within the unit 
materials, individual lessons are tagged as Essential, Recommended, Optional. 

A sample Pacing Guide is available here.

Unit Introduction E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Introduce students to this unit’s topics and texts with this editable slide deck and paired handout. Students 
will review the unit texts, reading and writing skills, and consider the questions that they will explore 
throughout the unit! 

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Lead students through this slide deck whole-class (20 mins)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Slide Deck

• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy

• Student Reference Sheet

• Word Wall

Writing Baseline Assessment O P T I O N A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Assigning a writing baseline assessment at the beginning of the year is a great way to get to know your 
class and assess student strengths and weaknesses. This argumentative prompt connects to the major unit 
themes. It asks students to argue whether or not failure is a necessary part of success, using evidence from 
stories, movies, real world events, or experiences from their own lives. 

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Distribute the Writing Baseline Assessment on paper or through Google Docs. Set aside one class period 
for students to compose the essay, ideally in a silent testing environment. Students may use blank paper 
or a digital notebook to plan their essay. Use the Grade 6-10 Argumentative Writing Rubric to score 
student essays. Provide direct feedback to students on their essay using the Student Feedback Form. Have 
students reflect on their writing and set writing goals using the Writing Baseline Assessment Goal-Setting 
Tool. You may use this tool to kick-off 1:1 conferences with students. 

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Copy: Writing Baseline Assessment 

• Grade 6-10 Argumentative Writing Rubric and Student Feedback Form

• Writing Baseline Assessment Goal Setting Tool

6th Grade: Unit Two FAILURE AND SUCCESS
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NKdN_o3oosFgmAErFgdn-cUPhirdFUryWD71fJuslwU/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JoDa6AVXntKQppVWTijcnCzG7AIVhGAE8YEkOgntrTM/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UTj0DYXd8QBHy3l0X01BBqM_CGKW0_UY3Oi4vxBESRE/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i8iT6PLLxd6cju6qFhjLDoX_HEqTUMMHcuBPSVU7Hlo/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14MMezbR8ew55PysGnNF3Ht-3nPLlo0GY0th7eanYXWs/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sTj4lqsqYaNizY9LdLKvH58eXkFUL4YljLmBRUNDC0U/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kyuSxb5HKjp8mE6CNIVGpqPBU6etgmko9YVjRXij6yM/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19w3o0Q6XN1tqym6jJ9o0tB4MFv6IRJvs26NlMk46D6w/copy


Vocabulary Activity Set E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This vocabulary activity set will help students master the 9 high-impact academic vocab words they will see 
in the stories they read. These 5 activities are great for a quick warm-up activity or homework.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Use the Slide Deck to facilitate Vocabulary Activity 1 whole-class (20 min)

• Flexibly assign the remaining activities as warm-ups, homework, or practice to prepare students for the 
Vocabulary Quiz.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Vocabulary Activity Set

• Teacher Answer Key*

• Activity 1 Slide Deck

• Word Wall

*Not available in PDF. Coming soon in digital form!

Supplemental Texts O P T I O N A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Each CommonLit 360 Unit is accompanied by a set of supplemental texts that connect to the unit’s themes. 
Texts can be printed or assigned digitally and include questions and activities.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Review the Guidance for Supplemental Text Sets for ideas on how to implement supplemental texts across 
the unit.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Drying Out (short story): This text focuses on a man named Jack who is struggling to overcome loneliness and 

addiction and who eventually finds the will to keep going in an unexpected place. Use this text to discuss the 
different ways people find the motivation to work through obstacles and challenges.

• Cultivate Resilience: How to Get Back on the Horse (informational text): This text reveals that resilience is 
quality that must be practiced. Use this text to help students consider how the characters and people they read 
about in this unit develop growth mindsets.

• The Challenge (short story): This text shows one boy’s attempt and failure to impress a girl by lying about his 
athletic skills. Use this text to highlight unit themes of failure and success by having students contrast the main 
character’s work ethic and mindset with other unit texts and characters.

• Still I Rise (poem): In this well-known poem by Maya Angelou, a speaker describes their response to adversity 
and people who try to shake their confidence. Use this poem after students have read “Mother to Son” or “See 
It Through” to reinforce how to analyze a poem’s theme by examining repetition, word choice, and figurative 
language. 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Wwyu6xbdcJ4XoI0IIdOpO7X38YPDljCXziS7E4a3xZ0/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ePQnBpmONvbkd_CfU3zFjNSlgl17xlkUO7IZKrMY5zs/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1P3U1Pzu4SE-kXKPdymbg88zAYRRlpBhTE84vReKBpP0/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1P3U1Pzu4SE-kXKPdymbg88zAYRRlpBhTE84vReKBpP0/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DsnllSrb0mFcSPLh8stlM4vkASS7FtcGa6zvyIr0ryU/copy
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/drying-out-1
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/cultivate-resilience-how-to-get-back-on-the-horse
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/the-challenge
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/still-i-rise


Independent Reading and Book Club Resources O P T I O N A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This set of resources supports teachers in launching an independent reading program or book clubs that 
run parallel to the core instruction in this unit. It includes a list of books that align thematically to 6th 
Grade Unit 2: Failure and Success, discussion questions, reading response questions, as well as ready-made 
student-facing logs and handouts. 

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Start by downloading Best Practices for Independent Reading.

• Check out the 6th Grade Unit 2: Failure and Success Independent Reading Teacher Guide and make a plan 
for independent reading. 

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Copy: Independent Reading Materials

Reading Lesson: “Laura’s Key” (Short Story) E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
“Laura’s Key” is the story of a young girl who feels like a failure after being benched on her soccer team, but 
who learns to see this failure as an opportunity. As students read, they analyze how symbolism and Laura’s 
change in character develop the theme.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Introduce the lesson with the slide deck (5 min)

• Lead students through the reading and questions (60 min)

• Have students complete the independent practice (20 min)

• Facilitate the quick partner discussion (5 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Slide Deck

• Teacher Copy*

• Student Copy*

*Student and teacher copies of this reading lesson are downloadable on commonlit.org for verified teacher 
accounts. Navigate to the text page and click “Download PDF” to access these materials.

Writing Lesson: Determining a Theme E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Understanding how to determine a theme is critical to developing students’ analytical reading skills. This 
lesson guides students through a protocol for determining theme. Students apply the skill by writing about 
how theme is developed in “Laura’s Key.”

HOW TO FACILITATE:
To assign the interactive digital lesson, click “Assign” and schedule the lesson.*

To facilitate the lesson on paper, access the student copy of the lesson and distribute it to students.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy

• Classroom Anchor Chart

• Student Reference Sheet

*The data for interactive digital lessons will show up on your teacher assignment report.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z5xjvH7EQlYJOeGNvtIzZf21XTnOBCvGhSk60zQ0698/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cx-mc4HsI3-1ynIearioSLnJ24ytshUCd2sraOwM8cg/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ShaVWCWd8YqoFuPYkQws68RqOIXPg8Swv-5ZGvVEjCk/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1M_zqGrYpe6E0izrPmEdNohziwTVfb3Pn1jjCtZdebr8/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15fpJLqWRuF_LGGiGF_7oKSQv5TGeqzLiqAml9tGZaLU/copy
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/fyc-lauras-key
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PmFiHwR8vvH5IG9dHKoFQBzwydk62VQMEmqAYxzeGAY/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T4yaqPxC6VMvvB8yMfxdPzvev1qFnuLzTY7l6n0a8d0/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v6wJzDwvI2jT72vhzysG1V8zSouVJLsRTRn0-8hpQ0A/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WyPMuQxdkwkmaW6mUyAGAvi1NA16NEAj9r5_Sek_EA0/copy


Reading Lesson: “Mother to Son” (Poem) E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
“Mother to Son” is a well-known Langston Hughes poem in which a mother explains the importance of 
resilience to her son. As students read, they analyze how the poet uses a metaphor to develop the theme.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Introduce the lesson with the slide deck (5 min)
• Lead students through the reading and questions (35 min)
• Have students complete the independent practice (25 min)
• Facilitate the quick partner discussion (5 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Slide Deck
• Teacher Copy*
• Student Copy*
• Student Reference Sheet: Poetry Terms
• Student Reference Sheet: Quoting & Citing Poetry

*Student and teacher copies of this reading lesson are downloadable on commonlit.org for verified teacher 
accounts. Navigate to the text page and click “Download PDF” to access these materials.

Vocabulary Quiz  E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This vocabulary quiz assesses students’ knowledge of the vocabulary words in the Vocabulary Activity Set.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• To assign this quiz digitally, click “Assign” and schedule the quiz. Set aside 15 minutes for students to 

complete the vocabulary quiz.
• To have students complete the quiz on paper, access the student copy of the assignment materials and 

distribute it to students.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Vocabulary Quiz
• Teacher Answer Key*

*Quizzes assigned digitally will be scored automatically. To ensure assessment security, a printable answer key is 
not available at this time.
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HyVsFq1Vmh71IaM52cI1JU_VcDk9H9dy0-ale0odbwA/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L2rxQcwXkLF15laE7lEh1KbSIRruMguDUa3_kXYjwSo/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yJXLl81jRG9oOJVGbCVSxBAwLeXopHaLbIktDRgq9tc/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yJXLl81jRG9oOJVGbCVSxBAwLeXopHaLbIktDRgq9tc/copy
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/fyc-mother-to-son-1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-I2rbpDfer4iinwZNvnyLwaCJ_ZxRENc6WiZfecSeXw/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15fpJLqWRuF_LGGiGF_7oKSQv5TGeqzLiqAml9tGZaLU/copy


Reading Lesson: “See It Through” (Poem) E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
In the poem “See It Through” by Edgar Guest, the speaker offers a message of resilience in the face of stark 
challenges. As students read, they analyze how Guest uses repetition to develop the theme.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Introduce the lesson with the slide deck (5 min)
• Lead students through the reading and questions (35 min)
• Have students complete the independent practice (25 min)
• Facilitate the quick partner discussion (5 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Slide Deck
• Teacher Copy*
• Student Copy*
• Student Reference Sheet: Poetry Terms
• Student Reference Sheet: Quoting & Citing Poetry

*Student and teacher copies of this reading lesson are downloadable on commonlit.org for verified teacher 
accounts. Navigate to the text page and click “Download PDF” to access these materials.

Writing Lesson: Writing Explanations E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Good writers don’t just use evidence to support their ideas; they also explain why their evidence is 
important. This writing lesson teaches students how to write strong explanations that clarify their evidence 
and connect it to their argument. Students apply this skill as they practice explaining evidence from the 
poem “See It Through.”

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Follow the guidance on each section of the lesson. Each part has clear facilitation directions that indicate if 
the section should be teacher-led or assigned as partner work or independent practice.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy

• Classroom Anchor Chart

• Student Reference Sheet

Grammar and Usage Activities O P T I O N A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Building an understanding of different grammar and usage topics will benefit students as they begin to 
analyze more sophisticated texts and write more complex sentences. This 360 Unit’s grammar and usage 
materials include 11 activities that focus on helping students learn how to use subjective and objective 
pronoun case correctly. Great for a quick warm-up activity or homework!

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Assign the 11 activities as warm-ups, homework, or practice to prepare students for the grammar quiz.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Grammar Activities

• Teacher Answer Key
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PKAucuWTuNVkG9oIC2UiBsS8n7luSH8Wp5_s8z05du0/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L2rxQcwXkLF15laE7lEh1KbSIRruMguDUa3_kXYjwSo/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yJXLl81jRG9oOJVGbCVSxBAwLeXopHaLbIktDRgq9tc/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15fpJLqWRuF_LGGiGF_7oKSQv5TGeqzLiqAml9tGZaLU/copy
https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/fyc-see-it-through
https://docs.google.com/document/d/166hZlGmk9JvI_vaw_xh6x5qqIrN_bKzlMEvhKjzGgrA/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h-Z0t_r4NCv631UpnnWwWnLfzwYd9fMx08bIxOMJCck/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14goCxs6_sW6UUNB0EsvvabDv63LIjQN_iFc1fgaXVo0/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qzj50kKNPODnUm4M5nhcvQ9O-yBZn-Ase5sjZ5AyE4s/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kmSrus7ABlOPcCC-Wfjm03AfL7eaTeQLeEY3F7GqpDY/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13eveTn7YwmZI7_WoTvfFv1XVVIbx8XtfAaN89Hd-Kgw/copy


Related Media Exploration: How do you increase resilience? R E C O M M E N D E D

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
In this Related Media Exploration, students work collaboratively to understand what resilience is and how 
they can increase their own resilience. By analyzing videos and interacting with their peers, students build 
their understanding about the role resilience plays in finding success.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Lead students through the introductory slides. Release students to complete the remainder of the 
exploration with partners.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Slide Deck

• Student Copy

• Teacher Copy

Reading Lesson: “Michael Jordan: A Profile in Failure” (Informational) E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
In “Michael Jordan: A Profile in Failure,” Jeff Stibel describes how Michael Jordan’s attitude toward failure 
is what enabled him to find success. As students read, they analyze how particular sentences or sections 
contribute to the central idea.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Introduce the lesson with the slide deck (5 min)

• Lead students through the reading and questions (25 min)

• Have students complete the independent practice (25 min)

• Facilitate the quick partner discussion (5 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Slide Deck

• Teacher Copy*

• Student Copy*
*Student and teacher copies of this reading lesson are downloadable on commonlit.org for verified teacher 
accounts. Navigate to the text page and click “Download PDF” to access these materials.

Reading Lesson: “Dancing Toward Dreams” (Informational) E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This is an independent reading assignment.
In “Dancing Toward Dreams,” Sara Matson explains how Misty Copeland overcame challenges to find 
success as a ballerina.  Students read independently and analyze how particular sentences and sections 
contribute to the central idea.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Introduce the lesson with the slide deck (5 min)

• Guide students to read and annotate independently (15 min)

• Have students complete the independent practice (25 min)

• Facilitate the quick partner discussion (5 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Slide Deck

• Teacher Copy*

• Student Copy*
*Student and teacher copies of this reading lesson are downloadable on commonlit.org for verified teacher 
accounts. Navigate to the text page and click “Download PDF” to access these materials..
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1o2xtEZ4y-LUXkVjDhTbQ4yJxyRVJttGBgoGUB_-WJN4/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19drP9_ZZUTcb23dX_1YwQP7753orBhVHc_ZEhZaejkM/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XaTlXBp1Pd3LXV0BmbCn2kK1UuFBMdV0ulEsmYtS5uo/copy
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Reading Lesson: “Sweet, Difficult Sounds” (Short Story) E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
“Sweet, Difficult Sounds” is a  heart-warming story about a young immigrant girl who moves to the United 
States and then struggles to speak in front of her peers. As students read, they analyze how character 
change and the story’s resolution reveal the theme.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Introduce the lesson with the slide deck (5 min)

• Lead students through the reading and questions (60 min)

• Have students complete the independent practice (25 min)

• Facilitate the quick partner discussion (5 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Slide Deck

• Teacher Copy*

• Student Copy*

*Student and teacher copies of this reading lesson are downloadable on commonlit.org for verified teacher 
accounts. Navigate to the text page and click “Download PDF” to access these materials.

Narrative Writing Prompt O P T I O N A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Use this engaging prompt to have students write a personal narrative about a time when they experienced 
a failure or challenge. This is a great way to help students connect to the unit’s themes and topics!

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Have students respond to the narrative prompt using the Narrative Writing Checklist as they write.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Copy

Discussion Lesson R E C O M M E N D E D

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Learning to listen to others with the intention of learning something new is an important skill for middle 
schoolers to develop. This discussion lesson will help students refer to text evidence to support their ideas. 
The assignment materials include a handout to teach the discussion skill whole-class, a handout to help 
students prepare for discussion and take notes, and teacher resources to help you facilitate whole-class or 
small group discussions.

Students will discuss their answers to the following question: How can people turn failure into success?

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Lead students through the Discussion Skill Lesson (15 min)

• Have students prepare for discussion using the Discussion Prep handout (15 min)

• Launch discussion and have students take notes during discussion (30 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Discussion Skill Lesson Student Copy

• Discussion Skill Lesson Teacher Copy

• Discussion Preparation Student Copy

• Discussion Protocols

• Student Voice Tracker
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Grammar and Usage Quiz O P T I O N A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This grammar quiz assesses students’ knowledge of the unit’s grammar skill: learning how to use subjective 
and objective pronoun case correctly.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
• Assign the grammar quiz to students (10 min)

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Grammar Quiz

• Teacher Answer Key*

*Not available in PDF. Coming soon in digital form!

Writing Lesson: Unit 2 Essay: Planning E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
Preparing to write an essay is often what students struggle with the most. In this multi-part writing lesson, 
students prepare for their end of unit essay by practicing skills they can carry over into future essay 
planning. 

Students will:
• Break down a prompt
• Find evidence that relates to the prompt
• Discuss the prompt
• Develop a thesis statement
• Review an exemplar essay

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Follow the guidance on each section of the lesson. Each part has clear directions that indicate if the section 
should be teacher-led or assigned as partner work or independent practice.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy
• Student Copy

Writing Lesson: Unit 2 Essay: Drafting E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This end of unit activity requires that students respond to the following writing prompt: 

Write an essay that identifies a theme of the story “Sweet, Difficult Sounds.” In the essay, explain how the 
author develops the theme using one of the following techniques:
• conflict and resolution
• character change
• a literary device, such as symbolism, metaphor, or repetition

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Have students use their resources to draft their essay.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Student Essay Prompt
• Exemplar Essay
• Essay Rubric
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Writing Lesson: Writing Introductions E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
In this writing lesson, students learn to write a strong introduction that begins with a text-to-world 
connection and includes a thesis that clearly addresses the prompt. Students apply this skill to their unit 
essays.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Follow the guidance on each section of the lesson. Each part has clear directions that indicate if the section 
should be teacher-led or assigned as partner work or independent practice.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy
• Student Copy
• Classroom Anchor Chart
• Student Reference Sheet

Writing Lesson: Writing Conclusions E S S E N T I A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
In this writing lesson, students learn to conclude their essays in a way that echoes their thesis and connects 
their essay’s big ideas back to the real world. Students apply this skill to their unit essays.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Follow the guidance on each section of the lesson. Each part has clear directions that indicate if the section 
should be teacher-led or assigned as partner work or independent practice.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy

• Classroom Anchor Chart

• Student Reference Sheet

Alternative End of Unit Writing Assignments O P T I O N A L

ABOUT THIS ASSIGNMENT:
This unit includes five additional end of unit writing task options. Teachers may consider using these as 
extension activities or as a replacement to the recommended prompt.

HOW TO FACILITATE:
Consider which prompt best meets your students’ needs and assign that prompt in place of or in addition to 
the recommended unit prompt.

ASSIGNMENT MATERIAL S:
• Teacher Copy

• Student Copy
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Pacing Guide
With appropriate pacing, Grade 6, Unit 2 should take roughly 5-7 weeks of instructional time. This assumes 45 minutes of daily instruction. 
With this assumption, many of the reading lessons can last up to 2 days/class periods and should be spaced accordingly. Supplemental reading, 
vocabulary activities, and grammar activities can often be assigned as homework. Teachers should expect to revise pacing as needed.  

WEEK 1

Mon.
	y Unit Introduction

	y Vocabulary Activity Set: Activity 1 & Slide Deck

Tues.
	y “Laura’s Key” Slide Deck

	y “Laura’s Key” - Day 1

Wed.
	y Vocabulary Activity Set: Activity 2

	y “Laura’s Key” - Day 2

	y “Laura’s Key” - Independent Practice

Thurs. 	y Writing Lesson: Determining a Theme

Fri.

	y Vocabulary Activity Set: Activity 3

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities

Training & Support Resources
CommonLit 360 is rich with resources for teachers and 
administrators. In addition to this PDF Unit Guide, here are just a 
few additional tools available to teams for free:

 � Document: Curriculum Framework, An Overview

 � Document: Themes & Topics Overview

 � Live Webinar: Getting Started with CommonLit 360

 � Instructional support videos available on each unit’s Support 
and Resources page

Ready to roll out CommonLit 360 in your school or district? 
Read about the affordable professional development we offer 
for schools and districts through our CommonLit for Schools 
packages.
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https://cdn.commonlit.org/static_assets/assets/000/007/744/original/CommonLit_360_Curriculum_Overview_-_Edition_1.0_-_v6.pdf?2021
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https://www.commonlit.org/en/units/failure-and-success/support_and_resources
https://blog.commonlit.org/affordable-professional-development-to-support-an-effective-rollout-of-commonlit-360-7414071232a0


WEEK 2

Mon.
	y Vocabulary Activity Set: Activities 4 & 5

	y “Mother to Son” Slide Deck

	y “Mother to Son” - Day 1

Tues.
	y Vocabulary Quiz

	y “Mother to Son” - Day 2

	y “Mother to Son” - Independent Practice

Wed.
	y “See It Through” Slide Deck

	y “See It Through” 

	y “See It Through” - Independent Practice

Thurs. 	y Writing Lesson: Writing Explanations

Fri.

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities

WEEK 3

Mon.
	y Grammar and Usage Activities: Parts 1-3  OPTIONAL 

	y Related Media Exploration: How Do You Increase Resilience?  RECOMMENDED 

Tues.

	y Grammar and Usage Activities: Parts 4-5  OPTIONAL 

	y “Michael Jordan: A Profile in Failure” Slide Deck

	y “Michael Jordan: A Profile in Failure”

	y “Michael Jordan: A Profile in Failure” - Independent Practice

Wed.

	y Grammar and Usage Activities: Parts 6-7  OPTIONAL 

	y “Dancing Toward Dreams” Slide Deck

	y “Dancing Toward Dreams”

	y “Dancing Toward Dreams” Independent Practice

Thurs.
	y “Sweet, Difficult Sounds” Slide Deck

	y “Sweet, Difficult Sounds” - Day 1

Fri.

	y “Sweet, Difficult Sounds” - Day 2

	y “Sweet, Difficult Sounds” - Independent Practice

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities
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WEEK 4

Mon.
	y Grammar and Usage Activities: Parts 8-9  OPTIONAL 

	y Narrative [OPTIONAL]

Tues.
	y Grammar and Usage Activities: Parts 10-11  OPTIONAL 

	y Discussion Skill Lesson  RECOMMENDED 

Wed.
	y Grammar and Usage Quiz  OPTIONAL 

	y Class Discussion  RECOMMENDED 

Thurs. 	y Unit 2 Essay: Planning

Fri.

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities

WEEK 5

Mon.
	y Writing Lesson: Writing Introductions

	y Unit 2 Essay: Drafting - Day 1

Tues.
	y Unit 2 Essay: Drafting - Day 2

	y Writing Lesson: Writing Conclusions

Wed.

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities

Thurs.

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities

Fri.

Flex time for:

	y Independent/Book Club reading or meetings

	y Supplemental text set reading

	y Completion of previous activities

	y Teacher-created activities
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CommonLit 360:  
Digital Experience
One of the reasons CommonLit 360 is so unique is that it is 
accessible through a free, state-of-the-art digital platform. 
Reading, writing, and vocabulary lessons and assessments 
within a CommonLit 360 unit can be assigned to students 
through CommonLit.org. During and after the lesson, 
teachers can view formative assessment data through a 
real-time lesson dashboard to easily track completion and 
progress. All of these digital features are free for teachers 
and students, just like the rest of CommonLit. To learn 
more about the digital experience, sign up for an upcoming 
CommonLit 360 webinar or email help@commonlit.org.

Appendix I: Text Selection & Text Complexity
When selecting texts for this unit, CommonLit considers both quantitative and qualitative measures of text complexity. 

UNIT TEX TS

Title by Author Lexile Description

“Laura’s Key” by Anne-Marie 
Reidy 
(Short Story)

740L

“Laura’s Key” is the story of a young girl who feels like a failure after being 
benched on her soccer team, but who learns to see this failure as an opportunity. 
As students read, they analyze how symbolism and Laura’s change in character 
develop the theme.

“Mother to Son” by Langston 
Hughes  
(Poem)

Non-Prose
“Mother to Son” is a well-known Langston Hughes poem in which a mother 
explains the importance of resilience to her son. As students read, they analyze 
how the poet uses a metaphor to develop the theme.

“See It Through” by Edgar  
Guest  
(Poem)

Non-Prose
In the poem “See It Through” by Edgar Guest, the speaker offers a message of 
resilience in the face of stark challenges. As students read, they analyze how 
Guest uses repetition to develop the theme.

“Michael Jordan: A Profile in 
Failure” by Jeff Stibel  
(Informational)

1040L

In “Michael Jordan: A Profile in Failure,” Jeff Stibel describes how Michael 
Jordan’s attitude toward failure is what enabled him to find success. As students 
read, they analyze how particular sentences or sections contribute to the central 
idea.

“Dancing Toward Dreams” 
by Sara Matson  
(Informational)

810L

In “Dancing Toward Dreams,” Sara Matson explains how Misty Copeland 
overcame challenges to find success as a ballerina.  Students read independently 
and analyze how particular sentences and sections contribute to the central 
idea.

“Sweet, Difficult Sounds” by 
I.M. Desta 
(Short Story)

790L

“Sweet, Difficult Sounds” is a heart-warming story about a young immigrant 
girl who moves to the United States and then struggles to speak in front of her 
peers. As students read, they analyze how character change and the story’s 
resolution reveal the theme.
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SUPPLEMENTAL TEX TS (ENGLISH)

Title by Author Lexile Description

“Drying Out” by Cynthia 
Rylant 
(Short Story)

810L

This text focuses on a man named Jack who is struggling to overcome loneliness 
and addiction and who eventually finds the will to keep going in an unexpected 
place. Use this text to discuss the different ways people find the motivation to 
work through obstacles and challenges.

“Cultivate Resilience: How 
to Get Back on the Horse” by 
Rebecca Zucker 
(Informational)

1010L
This text reveals that resilience is a quality that must be practiced. Use this text to 
help students consider how the characters and people they read about in this unit 
develop growth mindsets.

“The Challenge” by Gary 
Soto 
(Short Story)

760L

This text shows one boy’s attempt and failure to impress a girl by lying about his 
athletic skills. Use this text to highlight unit themes of failure and success by having 
students contrast the main character’s work ethic and mindset with other unit 
texts and characters.

“Still I Rise” by Maya 
Angelou 
(Poem)

Non-Prose

In this well-known poem by Maya Angelou, a speaker describes their response 
to adversity and people who try to shake their confidence. Use this poem after 
students have read “Mother to Son” or “See It Through” to reinforce how to 
analyze a poem’s theme by examining repetition, word choice, and figurative 
language. 

SUPPLEMENTAL TEX TS (SPANISH)

Title by Author Lexile Description

“Cultivar la resiliencia: cómo 
volver al ruedo” by Rebecca 
Zucker 
(Informational)

960L

This text reveals that resilience is quality and mindset  that must be developed 
and practiced. Use this text to help students consider how the characters 
and people explored throughout the unit demonstrate and develop growth 
mindsets.

“El desafío” by Gary Soto 
(Short Story)

750L

This text shows one boy’s attempt and failure to impress a girl by lying about 
his athletic skills. Use this text to highlight unit themes of failure and success by 
having students contrast the main character’s work ethic and mindset with other 
unit texts and characters.

“Y aún así, me levanto” by 
Maya Angelou 
(Poem)

Non-Prose

In this well-known poem by Maya Angelou, a speaker describes their response 
to adversity and people who try to shake their confidence. Use this poem after 
students have read “Mother to Son” or “See It Through” to reinforce how to 
analyze a poem’s theme by examining repetition, word choice, and figurative 
language. 
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